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NEWSLETTER: FEBRUARY - APRIL 2018
A Hellebore Problem
Some hellebores increase and multiply in my garden without much interference from me. Lime green flowered H.
corsicus (aka argutifolius) flourishes mightily and needs to be deadheaded to reduce the crop of seedlings; H.
orientalis fattens up into nice clumps and just needs to have previous year leaves removed the better to show off its
(in my garden usually pinkish) flowers. But H .niger (the Christmas rose) has me pretty much defeated. For
several years, I have hopefully bought plants and set them out in a spot nicely visible from the kitchen window,
seen them flower for one season, and then they just fade away, leaves, flowers, roots and all.
So what am I doing wrong? Is it the soil? Is it the aspect? Do they need more sun, or less? I decided to read up
on their native habitat and discovered that, whereas H. corsicus is from areas of dryish maquis scrub (easily
reproduced in most parts of my fast draining gravelly garden) and H. orientalis is from grassland at woodland
edges (so it is reasonably happy in my garden along the shadier side), H. Niger, is from usually alkaline mountain
woodland and likes a rich limey soil. There is no part of my garden where the soil qualifies as either rich or limey.
So perhaps no wonder that I have been on to a loser.
I have not given up yet. I was seduced again last December
by plants just coming nicely into flower and bought a 6 pack
of smallish plants. But this time I put them together into a
trough with soil mixed about half and half with garden
compost. So far so good. They have flowered and look to
be setting seed (see picture right). I shall give them a spring
dressing of lime and make sure the trough does not dry out
in the summer. If they are still alive and flowering this time
next year, I shall know that the treatment works.
Alison

Wildflowers on a Swiss mountain
Last August, when my Swiss friend, suggested we go up one of their mountains, I took out my hiking boots,
expecting a steep climb up to the high trails he’d told me he walks on.
We were visiting Mount Rigi, near Lucerne, known as the Queen of the Mountains. In past centuries it was a place
of hermits and pilgrims and more recently has had many famous visitors, including JMW Turner who painted 3
pictures on display in the Tate.

It has commanding views in all directions. As Mark Twain puts it:
an imposing Alpine mass, 6,000 feet high, which stands by itself and commands a mighty prospect of blue
lakes, green valleys and snowy mountains (A Tramp Abroad,1880 chap. 28)
Unlike Mark Twain, who describes a three-day hike to the summit (stops for “smokes” on the way), we managed it
in less than an hour on a charming little train. Perhaps those hiking boots could have stayed at home! These
Alpine railways opened the upper lands to tourism at the end of the 19th Century. Rigi boasts two. One of them,
the first alpine ‘cogwheel’ railway, opened in 1871 (so Mark Twain could have used it).
The train climbs, sometimes steeply, through
rich pastures and woodland which includes the
largest sweet chestnut forest north of the Alps.
40 percent of the mountain is wooded and
much of the land is too steep to be farmed. The
land opens at the summit where we alighted
and we admired views across to Austria,
Germany, France, and, to the south, the high
Alps.
The sky was blue and clear and the day hot, so
different from top of a British mountain in
summer. We could see lakes below in all
directions. Hang gliders drifted like birds. In
the grass I saw a swallowtail butterfly, Papilio
machao rare in the UK where it is now limited
to the Norfolk fens, so I was surprised to see it
on the top of a mountain.
I did not know before, but Mount Rigi is particularly rich in its diversity of flora, with almost 1,000 species of
flowering plants. As you would expect, there is an association to protect the wild flowers and regular botanical
tours – a definite must for my next visit. The diversity owes some of this to the very highest of the peak missing
out on the glaciation in the last ice age, so species at the summit were preserved. Further, some of the slopes
benefit from a milder climate due to warm winds and a southerly aspect.
Mid to late May is, apparently, the best time to see the spring meadows carpeted in flowers and I didn’t know what
to expect of the vegetation in summer. But, as we began our descent, I was almost immediately on my knees
examining some wild thyme and purple spikes of Hoary Plantain. Then a large display of Bladder Campion (silene
vulgaris) some in flower, some in seed. This is one of my
favourite plants. I have only recently learnt that its leaves are
commonly eaten in a wide variety of Mediterranean dishes.
The path was relatively steep. I was glad of my boots. The rings
of the cowbells rose up the valleys. We looked down to Lake
Lucerne, and the High Alps further south. A few people passed
us – exchanging “Grützi”. There was even a mountain cyclist
ascending in lowest gear almost slower than a walker.
A leaflet about the main flowers on Rigi, mercifully had
Linaean names as well as German common names. Amusing to
see that geranium robertianum (Herb Robert) is Ruprechtskraut
or “Rupert’s Herb”. Dianthus Superbus, (Fringed or Large
Pink) in German is Prachtsnelke which more literally translates
the Latin Magnificent Pink - which it was – picture right.
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Then swathes of huge blue gentians. Taller ones were
Gentiana asclepiadea, and those hugging the ground,
were either Gentiana acaulis or Gentiana clusii – picture
left. I favour the last because the flowers are more
pointed. Perhaps the main attraction of all of them is their
gigantic size and brilliant hue.
I am reminded that tops of mountains have a special
microclimate, often being very dry with intense sun, so
it’s not perhaps so unexpected to see some extremes in
flora. I would love to see the flora high up Mount Kenya
and equatorial mountains which must survive a huge
temperature range. As Olov Hedberg said: “winter every
night and summer every day”. This extreme also applies
to a degree at the top of more modest mountains like
Rigi, where there can be a greater range of temperature
and more intense ultraviolet exposure than on lower
levels.
By this time, I was ticking off quite a lot from my Rigi flower list, which was quite a surprise, given the lateness of
the season. Scabious, Red campion, Speedwell, Valerian, Vetches. I even saw some Globe Flower – Trollius
europaeus. I didn’t see any orchids that day; a shame as Rigi has half of all the Orchid species in Switzerland.
Another highlight was an abundance of the shortstemmed Silver Carline Thistle, carlina acaulis,
picture right. Acaulis means without a stem. The
thistle gets its name carlina from Charlemagne.
Legend has it an angel showed it to him to use to cure
the plague in his army. It’s apparently a purgative so it
may have had some benefit. Because it is such a large
flower – some of the ones I saw were a good 4cm in
diameter - I wondered if it might be edible like an
artichoke. I believe it’s quite dry and can be kept
indoors as an indicator of impending rain as its petals
close with dampness.
Our descent continued among Chalets and Houses all
with views to die for and gardens blending wildflowers
with some domestic specimens.
We found the second railway and rode down to the lake from where we took a boat to Lucerne. Swiss transport is
wonderful, boats, trains are all linked on the same ticketing system.
I do not regret missing the Spring flora season. One never quite knows exactly when the best time will be and, if a
visit is pre-arranged, a warm spell might have brought the flowers out too early or a cold spell delayed them
Arriving as I did at the height of summer, there was a greater chance to find some interesting floral performers as
well as being able to sample other attractions under beautiful summery skies.
Glen Kania
Some useful weblinks for planning a visit:
A good description of a visit.https://livinginluzern.swiss/2017/07/20/discovering-protecting-wild-flowers-mountrigi/ The Pro-Rigi organisation website (mainly German): http://www.prorigi.ch/?Vereinigung_Pro_Rigi
Pro-Rigi leaflet of some of the most common flowers:
http://www.prorigi.ch/userfiles/downloads/Rigi%20Blumenpfad%203.%20Ed.pdf
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A Man Who Likes Salvias
There are a lot more salvias in this world than the guardsman red S. splendens partnered with alyssums and lobelias
in patriotic bedding schemes and good old S. officinalis aka culinary sage. Salvia is the largest genus in the mint
(lamiaceae) family and has more than 1000 species – before you start on the cultivars. Some are herbaceous, some
are shrubby, most are perennial although tropical and sub-tropical species (like S. splendens) are usually grown in
the UK as annuals or biennials.
It follows that not even the most assiduous plant collector with an unrestricted amount of space could possibly
grow a comprehensive collection of salvias. Specialisation is needed. IG member David Richardson, after
catching a salvia bug, decided to specialise in hardy shrubby salvias, along with some not so hardy ones still able to
overwinter in balmy Islington.
These salvias, which are natives of Mexico, belong mostly to genera S. microphylla (about 3’/90cm high) and S.
guaranitica (up to 10’/300cm high). They are generally hardy in the UK, like good drainage and, for the best
flowering, plenty of sunlight. Given these conditions, they will flower from May to first frost and therefore well
repay space given to them in a small garden.
Of the shorter microphylla, some of David’s favourites include Cerro Potosi,
a strong bright pink; Nachtvlinder, a dark purple; and Silas Dyson, a blood
red. For sheer flower power and size, the most impressive of the guaranitica
varieties are “Amistad”, and “Black and Blue”, which grows up to 10’ and
was still covered in rich royal blue flowers in January!
Left: Black and
Blue with Amistad
in the background
and Curviflora to
the right.
Right: Cerro Potosi

The collection has expanded from a whole variety
of sources, one of the key ones being the salvia
specialist Dyson’s Nursery (by Great Comp garden
near Sevenoaks), who also regularly visits the plant
fairs in Highgate.
Shrubby salvias benefit from cutting back in spring
once any danger of late frosts is past. This
encourages branching and more flowers. They can
also be deadheaded and pinched back during the
flowering season for more branching, particularly
effective around mid-July
after the first main
flowering. Cuttings taken
from spring to mid autumn
root fairly readily and David
often brings his spares to IG
Plant Sales. Watch out for
them. They will not look
particularly exciting in early
spring at about 6”/15cm
high without flowers, but the
flower power packed into
them is quite astonishing.
Left: Salvias taking over
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Community Gardening
Energy Gardens
Energy Gardens is a scheme backed by Repowering London, TfL, and Groundwork, in a double bid to encourage
people to grow food and to become involved in renewable energy. Repowering London is a not-for-profit
organisation that specialises in facilitating the co-production of community-owned renewable energy projects, and
this is currently being focussed on London's Overground Stations in combination with station gardening projects
with community involvement. Last summer, planters were filled at Stoke Newington, Caledonian Road and Seven
Sisters Overground Stations. They are keen for local residents to nominate other suitable stations and to plant and
maintain areas of garden, and they are also looking for people to buy bonds to fund various forms of renewable
energy. If interested in either of these areas, please look at the websites: http://energygarden.org.uk and
https://www.repowering.org.uk/projects/energy-garden Sue Lees
Friends of Parks
I consider myself lucky and privileged - I live opposite an Islington Green Space that affords me skyscape and,
occasionally, spectacular sunsets.
I tend the forgotten corner that runs alongside it aka Campdale Verge. That led me to become involved with a
Friends of Tufnell Park Playing Fields Group - a small group that meets a few times a year to discuss the
fortunes/abuse/general well being of the field. The group is made up of a few local residents and we are blessed to
have a local councillor as chair. We have installed a toddlers playground; green gym equipment; table tennis;
markers set into the ground to inform distance for those who like to walk; planted trees and spring bulbs and
overseen the football pitch draining system to allow more teams to play throughout the year. Close by me there are
other parks and gardens - Foxham and Whittington (to name the nearest ones) who also have “Friends of” groups.
Joy Chamberlin
There are a dozen or so “Friends of” groups in Islington and the Council encourage them as they know they are
good value for money as well as a way of connecting residents with the Council and with each other over the future
of Islington’s Green Spaces. Most groups now have a Service Level Agreement, with an allowance calculated on
the area maintained which the Friends can spend it as they choose - plants, mulch, tree pruning, and tools for
example. There is also a very useful Friends of Parks Forum which meets every two months in the Town Hall with
one or more council officers present to discuss mutual concerns. Sharing our problems and successes has proved
very valuable, dogs, drugs, vandalism, anti-social behaviour, event red tape and water access have all come up.
We are very lucky here to have this support. In other areas there are massive fights to save London’s precious
green heritage. At a meeting of the London Friends of Green Spaces Network (lfgn.org.uk) in the City Hall last
year, I felt really humbled by the amount of time and money some “Friends of” members were putting into saving
spaces in their areas. We must never get complacent about our green areas. At the very least, big or small, let's
make the effort to visit them regularly.
Jo Murray
More information on https://www.islington.gov.uk/sports-parks-and-trees/parks-and-green-space/help-our-parksand-green-corners-to-flourish

Wildlife – Birds seen and unseen
Fallen Sparrow
I saw the tail end of a female sparrowhawk as she went into the ivy which clothes our neighbour's house. The
sparrows who live there screamed at this invasion of their home. Several minutes passed before the hawk reappeared and a single Sparrow floated to the ground below.
The sparrowhawk then flew into the ssh tree in the sparrow garden and from there on to the first floor back
extension roof of the house next door, around 15 feet away from where I was sitting on my first floor roof-terrace.
There she sat, unconcerned by my presence. Just for once there was no camera handy. The sparrowhawk turned
and looked at me without fear. After 3 or 4 minutes she flew off into the grounds of the flats behind my garden.
There was no sign of the fallen sparrow.
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Just in Case
There really is no reason for you to take binoculars or camera with you for an appointment at the Brompton
Hospital. After all Chelsea isn't exactly a birders’ paradise. This however was a mistake.
Arriving too early for my appointment we went for a walk around the streets off the Kings Road. In the distance
we saw birds high in a tree. A charm of goldfinches perhaps? Approaching, we counted 13 birds with more over
the roof top. But were they goldfinches? They looked like goldfinches with their slim shape and their flighty
movement but something was wrong and we couldn't put our fingers on it. We went through a list of birds they
could be but to no avail. They were forty feet up in a tree, too far away for our aged eyes to discern details. Oh for
a pair of binoculars! In the end we left disappointed that we hadn't been able to positively identify the birds.
By now the bitter cold was biting through, so we headed off to the warmth of the hospital. Turning into Chelsea
Manor Street we put up two Ringed Neck Parakeets eating apples from the pavement which had fallen from a tree
overhanging a fence. There were three more eating the very large russet type apples hanging from the tree. They
were soft and juicy, more like pears and the parakeets were really enjoying them. It was a perfect picture, the green
bird against the russet coloured fruit, and they were so close. Needless to say there was no camera to hand! I know
that not everybody likes Parakeets but I enjoy seeing these exotic birds on the streets of London.
Pat Tuson
Hawfinches
Regrettably I have not seen any rare hawfinches this winter, (or in fact, ever) but they have been visiting London
in unprecedented numbers (and this is going to be the wildlife event of the winter), due to shortages of their food in
central Europe http://www.wildlondon.org.uk/news/2017/11/09/london-skies-%E2%80%98irrupt%E2%80%99rare-hawfinches Hopefully some IG members will have seen these big (7 inch) finches.
Sue Lees

Wetlands
London Wildlife Trust
Camley Street Nature Reserve is now shut while a new and better Visitor Centre is built.
http://www.wildlondon.org.uk/news/2017/12/15/london-wildlife-trust-awarded-%C2%A31million-transform-wildheart-king%E2%80%99s-cross
Meanwhile, the Walthamstow Wetlands (Thames Water's reservoirs) have had a great deal of money spent on
them, and have now been opened as public free space and Europe's largest urban wetland reserve, amounting to
211 hectares, wet and dry. An old Engine House has been converted into a visitor centre. Wildlife of all sorts is
to be attracted to the 10 reservoirs and eight islands, as well as a quarter of a million people this year. The nearest
station is Blackhorse Road, on the Victoria line, and also the London Overground. More details here:
http://www.wildlondon.org.uk/reserves/walthamstow-wetlands The Islington Wildlife Gardeners Group are
planning a visit shortly, when we hope to see interesting migrating waterbirds, as well as a major heronry, and
resident cormorants. Anyone interested in joining us on our visit on 16 February please contact me via
susan@lees.org.uk
Hornsey Rain Park
Still on water management, there is an interesting new "rainpark" in Rectory Gardens, Hornsey, outside St Mary's
School. Polluted flooding from the adjacent roundabout is now diverted into cleaning channels and sinks, which
look like little stream beds across the small park. This makes the park both drier and more useable, and ensures
that the water arrives in Haringey's River Moselle in an unpolluted state. Some of the park is managed for
wildflowers. For a fuller explanation, see here: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/retrofit-creative-rainwatermanagement-suds-all-over-our-kevin-barton and here: https://www.robertbrayassociates.co.uk/projects/rectorygardens-rainpark/
Sue Lees

Next Newsletter – early May 2018 – last date for copy 23 April 2018 to Alison Barlow,
alisonbarlow47@aol.com
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